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Abstract
This paper presents TraMOOC (Translation for Massive Open Online Courses), a European research project developed with the intention of empowering international learners in the digital multilingual world by providing reliable machine translation (MT) specifically tailored to MOOCs from English into 11 languages (Bulgarian, Chinese, Croatian, Czech, Dutch, German, Greek, Italian, Polish, Portuguese, and Russian). The paper describes how the project is addressing the challenges involved in developing an innovative, high-quality MT service for producing accurate translations of heterogeneous multi-genre MOOC materials, encompassing subtitles of video lectures, assignments, tutorials, and social web text posted on student blogs and fora. Based on the results of a large-scale and multi-method evaluation conducted as part of the TraMOOC project, we offer a reflection on how to best integrate state-of-the-art MT into MOOC platforms. The conclusion summarizes the key lessons learned, that can be applied by the wider community of international professionals with an interest in the multilingual aspects of innovative education and new learning technologies.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and motivation of the study
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) offer valuable learning opportunities in several disciplines to many students, to a large extent regardless of their background, location, and personal circumstances [1]. Views about the actual potential of MOOCs inevitably vary, mostly depending on the subjects being taught and on the pedagogic attitudes of the instructors ([2], [3], [4] and [5]), but MOOCs are gradually starting to have an impact on teaching practice, at least for some disciplines (see, e.g., [6]). One widely held view is that MOOCs may represent effective means of disseminating knowledge and training to disadvantaged communities or individual students living in remote areas, with limited or no access to traditional teaching and learning facilities, such as colleges, public libraries, qualified teaching staff, technical equipment or laboratories [7]. However, rather surprisingly, there is growing evidence that MOOC participants are in fact predominantly already qualified professionals from privileged backgrounds mostly based in high-income, industrialized countries (e.g. [8], [9] and [10]).

One explanation of this seeming failure of MOOCs’ original intended mission of broadening access to education and training is that this disappointing situation hinges significantly on language-related limitations. MOOCs are typically available in one language that is shared between tutors and students, which has the added bonus of enabling interactions on social platforms and fora accompanying formal instruction [11]. However, language barriers impede broad use of high-quality MOOC materials across national and language boundaries, severely limiting peer-to-peer as well as student-instructor interactions alongside the more formal components of MOOC-based instruction: English is often chosen as the common language of MOOCs with international reach; this, however, is far from ideal, especially because it prevents large groups of potential users from fully engaging in a fulfilling MOOC experience, thus wasting precious learning opportunities for innumerable motivated students around the world. In an increasingly globalized and mobile society, in which academic institutions as well as individual trainers are under growing pressure to seize the opportunities offered by internationalization, there is a strong need for high-quality digital teaching and learning resources to be distributed across linguistic and cultural boundaries [12].

Against this background, the paper reports the experience of the international research project TraMOOC (Translation for Massive Open Online Courses, whose official website can be visited at http://tramooc.eu/). The paper is structured as follows: after these introductory remarks on the background and motivation of the study, Section 1.2 provides more detail on the project, emphasizing its aims and expected outcomes. Section 2 describes the evolution of the main approaches to MT system design, from the traditional rule-based architecture to the more recent statistical and neural
paradigms, that are now competing to be recognized as the state-of-the-art. Section 3 discusses the application of MT for MOOCs, highlighting the difficulties inherent in the types of texts that form a MOOC, and Section 4 details our development and evaluation of MT systems within the TraMOOC project. Finally, Section 5 concludes by summarizing the key lessons learned from this work that can be useful to the wider community of instructors and institutions interested in delivering innovative and effective education opportunities via MOOCs to multilingual students, also outlining some possibilities for future work in the rapidly evolving area at the crossroads of MOOCs and MT.

1.2 The TraMOOC project: aims and expected outcomes

One issue that cuts across all MOOCs with significant impact on their uptake and effectiveness is that of the language(s) of instruction: this, in itself, is a crucial factor in restricting or, on the contrary, widening access to education and training delivered via MOOCs [13]. Making MOOC contents available in multiple languages has obvious benefits, and there have already been attempts to support language diversity within MOOCs with a European focus [14]. In the ambitious attempt to address the numerous and complex challenges entailed by this endeavour, TraMOOC aims at developing high-quality MT of the multifarious text genres typically included in MOOCs from English into 9 European (i.e. Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech, Dutch, German, Greek, Italian, Polish and Portuguese) and 2 so-called BRIC languages (namely, Chinese and Russian). While these diverse target languages constitute strong use cases in the MOOC space, some of them have been proven difficult to translate into, which is further compounded by the weak or fragmentary support in terms of language resources and processing tools that are required to build some of the relevant MT systems. This scenario poses significant research and development challenges to the TraMOOC project consortium.

The main outcome of the project lies in the development of a high-quality semi-automated MT platform for all types of textual data normally encountered in MOOCs, which typically range from subtitles of video lectures to instructions for completing assignments, presentation slides, posts shared on student blogs and comments sent to course fora. The core of the final service will be open-source and some premium add-on services are expected to be commercialized, including MT support for additional target languages of interest to the users, MT post-editing, transcription and subtitling of video-based course contents, as well as professional translation. The ultimate goal is to turn the MOOC translation service into a platform enabling the integration of any MT system chosen by the users, for any desired language, for the educational domain.

2 THE EVOLUTION OF MACHINE TRANSLATION SYSTEM DESIGN

MT has made substantial progress over the course of its history. Until the mid-1990s, rule-based MT systems were the norm: these required significant investments and huge resources to be built, including skilled computational linguists and programmers. This meant that MT systems were available only for a limited number of well-resourced languages with substantial commercial interest. In the late 1990s, a new data-driven paradigm emerged in MT system development, namely statistical MT (SMT), which quickly became the dominant approach in both research and market-oriented commercial applications. The principle underlying this approach is to do away with explicit linguistic rules altogether. In contrast, translation patterns (i.e. correspondences between phrases in the source and in the target languages) are inferred automatically from the analysis of parallel corpora, i.e. huge collections of sentence-aligned professional (i.e. human-quality) translations. SMT systems estimate the degree of probability for the correspondence of short bilingual chunks of text extracted from the analysis of the parallel corpora, and subsequently generate the output in the target language based on complex statistical calculations.

SMT systems can be built much faster and at a fraction of the cost of traditional rule-based ones, for many more language pairs, using open-source development toolkits, such as Moses [15]. In addition, SMT systems can be customized much more effectively than rule-based ones to different domains and text types. More recently, the neural approach has emerged as a promising further development in MT system design, attracting interest not only from academic researchers, but also from players in the language, translation and localization industry, because neural MT (NMT) systems have outperformed SMT systems for a number of language pairs in recent comparative evaluations. Simply put, NMT exploits neural networks and deep learning techniques drawn from artificial intelligence to map entire sentences from the source to the target language all at once, instead of breaking them down into smaller units (typically individual words, or fixed sequences of a few words), as is the case in SMT. This offers some advantages, although it is still debated whether NMT is superior to SMT.
3 MACHINE TRANSLATION FOR MOOCs

Several recent studies address the crucial issue of evaluating and improving the quality, effectiveness and success of MOOCs (see, e.g., [16] and [17]), and research has also been devoted to evaluating the level of engagement afforded by MOOCs (e.g. [18]). This body of work provides, either implicitly or explicitly, indications concerning good practice [19]. What is conspicuously absent from this substantial body of work is the language dimension of MOOC-based instruction, especially when, as is often the case, MOOCs have the ambition of being delivered internationally, to course takers with different linguistic and cultural backgrounds: this necessarily raises the issue of how to effectively translate these digital teaching and learning resources, so that their eventual multilingual nature contributes to their overall value for students, rather than detracting from it.

We regard this as a major gap in the MOOC literature, and contend that the language used to impart knowledge and support interactions associated with MOOCs is a key factor in the quality, effectiveness and success of learning experiences for international students, which should receive more attention, and this paper wishes to represent a first step in this direction. The broad questions addressed in the work reported here are whether the time is ripe for the integration of MT into MOOCs, and how to best go about selecting the most effective MT solution for this purpose.

A particularly interesting application domain that has recently emerged for MT concerns user-generated content (UGC) [20]. Successful techniques have been developed, for example, for the domain adaption of MT systems to deal with user comments in the e-commerce scenario [21], with several experiments showing the feasibility of this rather challenging task, even though it is certainly hard to obtain high-quality MT output in this area. UGC is also found in typical MOOC data, and the TraMOOC project aims at providing reliable MT for it, too, which is extremely challenging, because UGC is often poorly formulated, with relatively frequent spelling mistakes and grammatical inaccuracies, and more generally sub-standard, or non-conventional, language.

4 MACHINE TRANSLATION FOR TRAMOOC

For the TraMOOC project, we undertook to evaluate which of the two leading approaches to MT system design competing to be the state-of-the-art in the field, namely SMT or NMT (see Section 2), is better suited to be integrated into a MOOC platform to effectively deliver digital learning resources multilingually. The overall study is reported in more detail in [22].

The SMT and the NMT systems used for this evaluation were built using state-of-the-art procedures, aimed at guaranteeing the highest possible quality; in particular, for the statistical approach, a phrase-based architecture was used, while the NMT systems generally followed the settings of [23]. All the systems were trained on a variable mix of general, i.e. out-of-domain, and in-domain educational data, due to the different resources available for each language combination. The general training data ranged from a minimum of 21.30 million sentence pairs for EN-RU, to a maximum of almost 32 million sentence pairs for EN-PT; the much smaller in-domain training data sets consisted of a minimum of approximately 140000 sentence pairs for EN-EL, going up to 2.31 million sentence pairs for EN-RU.

Four sets of 250 English sentences each were translated into German, Greek, Portuguese and Russian using the SMT and NMT systems. Our evaluation is based on a set of four widely used automatic MT quality evaluation metrics: HTER (Translation Error Rate) [24], BLEU [25], METEOR [26] and chrF [27]. For the human assessment, we have selected the following state-of-the-art metrics: fluency and adequacy, post-editing, error annotation and ranking. Professional translators were asked to rate the translations according to those metrics and to post-edit the sentences. These procedures are widely used in the MT field in order to assess the quality of a given MT system.

The results of this large-scale evaluation, which are reported in full in [22], show that NMT receives higher scores than SMT with all four automatic evaluation metrics (even though improvements for Portuguese are very limited), and side-by-side ranking also shows a clear preference for NMT output across the board, for all the language pairs and MOOC domains covered in this comparative study. We can also conclude that NMT offers improvements in terms of fluency and word order errors over SMT, mostly due to its better handling of word reordering. In addition, fewer sentences translated with the NMT systems include errors, and NMT seems to perform better than SMT on morphologically rich and highly inflected target languages.

In contrast, however, adequacy does not show marked improvements with NMT, and the situation is mixed for errors of omission, addition and mistranslation, so much so that overall NMT does not entail
noticeable reductions in post-editing effort. Moreover, in-depth investigations of automatic MT evaluation metric scores reveal that the performance of NMT tends to degrade for longer sentences (more than 20 tokens), where SMT appears to be more reliable: the sentence length of the MOOC text to be translated is one of the factors to be considered in order to decide which MT system provides the best quality. Based on this evidence, for the final stages of the TraMOOC project the decision was made to favour the NMT approach over SMT for the language pairs under consideration, as there are indications that this approach holds the greatest potential for quality going forward. However, applying MT to new language pairs and other MOOC domains may present different challenges, which is why we are hesitant to make broader conclusive generalizations.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has discussed the outcomes of a large-scale, multi-method evaluation, comparing the quality of SMT and NMT output for MOOC data in a diverse set of language combinations of interest to the TraMOOC project, i.e. from English into German, Greek, Portuguese and Russian. The evaluation involved four state-of-the-art automatic evaluation metrics (i.e. HTER, BLEU, METEOR, and chrF), as well as a range of more labour-intensive manual methods (fluency and adequacy, post-editing, error annotation and ranking). In conclusion, consistently with other application domains, the large-scale multi-method evaluations based on our MOOC data suggest that the emerging neural approach to MT offers some noticeable advantages over the competing and well-established SMT paradigm.

Our findings also show that, while NMT represents an improvement over SMT in some areas, further work is still required to consolidate the current promising performance before NMT can be recognized as the new state-of-the-art in MT [22]. As far as our own work in TraMOOC is concerned, subsequent planned evaluations include the identification of source-language phenomena that are likely to cause particularly serious errors in the output, depending on the target languages and the MT system type. Another avenue for further research consists in task-based evaluations, which would provide a useful addition to the range of evaluation methods that have already been applied in preparation for this paper: task-based evaluation involves exposing real users to MOOC content machine-translated into one of TraMOOC’s target languages, and then assessing their understanding and knowledge of that translated material. Their performance can be judged against the baseline of students using the same original English-language MOOC in preparation for identical tests, to give an indication of how effective and successful the application of the MT system concerned is for the specific MOOC domain.

The application of MT to the various types of texts that incorporate a MOOC is undoubtedly a complex task. At the end of the TraMOOC project we hope to provide a roadmap for using automatic translation and user post-editing of MOOC materials, as well as a platform via which this work may be carried out using state-of-the-art MT technology, as part of the ultimate aim of making MOOC resources more accessible to non-English-speaking users. The results of our evaluations of NMT quality using MOOC texts have so far been promising. This work is continuing at a larger scale, with results feeding back to the MT development team, in the hope of facilitating multilingual MOOC resources that are comprehensible and beneficial to global end users.
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